AUGUST 3, 2017

ANDREA BOCELLI

ON THE MAP TRAVEL SPECIAL INVITATION

ANDREA BOCELLI
TEATRO DEL SILENZIO - AUGUST 3, 2017

Live the unforgettable experience of seeing the world’s greatest Tenor in the picturesque and
unique setting of “Teatro del Silenzio” in Lajatico, surrounded by the Tuscan countryside on
August 3rd, 2017.
In the enchanting scenery of the Tuscan hills of Lajatico, you can listen to Maestro Andrea
Bocelli's voice in the place where he was born and raised. The concert is accompanied by a
symphony orchestra, a choir and an artistic cast of international profile.

The Teatro del Silenzio hosts only one concert a year by Andrea Bocelli. The rest of the year it remains silent.
The site of the amphitheater is remarkable - sitting
alone in the middle of the vast Tuscan countryside.
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THE SPECIAL ON THE MAP TRAVEL
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Accommodation in the selected room type (minimum 3 nights)
Please note that On The Map Travel clients will be given a one
category complimentary room upgrade at time of booking
Buffet breakfast daily
Welcome amenity in your room on arrival
One dinner for two on Wednesday 2nd August 2017 (beverages
excluded) in the gourmet restaurant “Contrada.” Experience the
gastronomic delights designed by the Castel’s chef and worldfamous chef, Gordon Ramsay
Round-trip transfer to the Teatro del Silenzio. Transfer is by coach;
upon request we will be glad to arrange a private luxury transfer
Pre-concert cold snack basket.
Access to the VIP area, before the event
Two tickets per double room to Andrea Bocelli’s
exclusive event on 3rd August 2017
Access to the “acqua benessere” indoor water area of the
SPA: Finnish sauna, Turkish bath, swimming pool with
toning hydro massage, swimming pool with a high
saline density for a relaxing, draining effect, Kneipp
program, sensorial showers with chromo therapy and
natural essences, relaxing area
Room Prices, Per Night Double Occupancy
Superior Room € 780
Deluxe Room € 850
Room € 950
Junior Suite € 1,040
Junior Suite Piazza € 1,080
Executive Suite € 1,400
Royal Suite € 2,015
Prices are per room, per night and include VAT and
service charges.
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Make this a part of your dream trip to Italy!
The amazing Andrea Bocelli concert at the Teatro del Silenzio combined with a
stay at the lovely Castel Monastero is sure to be a highlight - but there is so much
more to see and do in Italy.
We can plan every detail of your trip from our amazing prices on international
business class air, arrival/departure transfers to hotels, other special experiences,
tours, guides and more — a complete itinerary.
This special package sells out quickly; call or email for more information and to book.

On The Map Travel
Anne MacIntyre — anne@onthemaptravel.com — 314.726.0065
Audrey Kennedy — audrey@onthemaptravel.com — 818.932.9885

Castle del Monastero Terms & Conditions for the Package
The occupancy tax is not included in the price (4 € per person, per day). The package is for a minimum 3-night stay
with the possibility of an extension. The stay must include the night of 3rd August, 2017
Your preferred time for the SPA is subject to availability and to reconfirmation at the time of reservations.
Entrance to the indoor SPA area is allowed starting from the age of 16.
Terms of payment:
50% deposit of the total cost of the stay at the time of reservation. The balance is to be paid at least 15 days prior to the
arrival date.
Cancellation terms:
From the time of confirmation and up to 15 days, in case of cancellation the 50% deposit will be withheld.
From 14 days until the date of arrival, in case of cancellation the entire cost of the stay will be withheld as penalty.
Postponement or cancellation of the event:
In case of postponement of the event or in case of definitive cancellation caused by any unusual and unforeseeable
events beyond the control of Castel Monastero (including but not limited to bad weather, strikes and all other similar
event), Castel Monastero will not be required to reimburse any deposit to the customer or pay anything as
compensation, nor may the customer claim reimbursement of any additional costs incurred in case of postponement
of the event ( i.e. costs for new event tickets, costs for extension of stay, costs for the change of flight reservations or/
and transfers etc. ).
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